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“What the HEALTH Just Happened?
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“What the HEALTH Just Happened?
Learning to DANCE to Ever-Changing “Music”

Don Taylor, MHA
US Air Force, Colonel (retired)
Adjunct Professor UT Dallas

Board Advisor/Certified Coach Think X Leadership
President, BDP Consulting, LLC



Me
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• Husband/Father/Grandfather/Stepfather/Son

• Federal Healthcare CEO/COO

• Iraq War CEO/Leader and Veteran

• Private Sector - CEO/COO/Entrepreneur

• For-Profit Board Advisor 

• Non-Profit Board Director

• Community Volunteer

• Healthcare Architecture/Planning/Design

• Health Strategy, Policy, Plans and Operations

• Teacher/Faculty

• Leadership Mentor/Coach

• Artist / Designer

• Speaker/Consultant/Advocate/Author

• Disruptor/Visionary/Optimist (mostly)

• “Windmill Tilter” (I do not inaction!)

• Champion for change in HEALTH 



“Toto, I’ve a feeling we’re not in Kansas 
anymore …”                                     Dorothy 
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US Healthcare in Jan 2020 from Industry

• Highest employer by industry in the nation
• Most respected education, training, 

research and technology in the world
• World supplier of advanced medical 

technology
• Outstanding profit potential and growing 
• Huge “untapped” potential in earnings
• Interest from outside industries
• In transition … lagging others
• Best prepared in the world for our next 

Pandemic per the WHO
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17.1% of GDP and GROWING and GROWING MORE!
… with little to no improvement in overall HEALTH

We Do Some Great Things ..  
But We May Have a Problem if you are a Patient or Payer





Buyer Beware or “Caveat Emptor” 

• Information Asymmetry exists in the healthcare market 

• Information Parity is needed
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HEALTH is our Goal … Health CARE is just one way to help achieve it …

Never forget our primary purpose …



Discovering HEALTH in the ugliest place … 
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Why is it not our Key Measure of Success? …

Never forget our primary purpose …



Introduction … Let’s Understand the 
Ever-Changing “Music”
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Healthcare Has Many Moving Parts …



Let’s Start There …
• Cost

• Total
• Personal

• Quality
• Safety
• Health

• Access
• Availability
• Equity
• Literacy

• Experience
• Simple
• “Customer” Centered
• Integrator

The basic concepts of 
healthcare …



But First … 
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October 2019 in NY City

• Global cooperation via WHO
• Partnership with essential corporations
• Sustain travel and trade to assure 

economic health
• Assure resource investment in focused 

industry response
• Better preparedness
• Protect economic health
• Combat mis/dis-information with 

govt/pvt partnership 





What Covid-19 Reveals About Us(S) …
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“Unfortunately, the American population is very diverse, and it is a population with significantly unhealthy 
comorbidities that do make many individuals in our communities — in particular, African American, minority 
communities — particularly at risk here because of significant underlying ... health disparities and disease 
comorbidities, and that is an unfortunate legacy in our health care system that we certainly do need to address,” 

Alex Azar

Per Don … 
The very things we need to “fight” this pandemic, we Americans resist … 

Compliant society
Caring about others
Healthy population
Trust of authority

Respect
Patience



“Wear the Mask” Should be Simple … But … 



What have we learned?
• Unhealthy population in the US

• No certainty … science and tech cannot solve it all 

• Politics and the truth … 

• Anthro-Cultural values … uniquely American

• Integration and interoperability

• Supply chain

• Preparedness

• Data VS Information VS Knowledge

• Staff and workforce well being and roles

• Healthcare may be “blind to change” itself

• Insurance 

• Patient needs and expectations

• Ethics



We Love Our Heroes … 
but that  is not sustainable



Proceed with caution … 
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To Achieve Real Health …

Physical
Health

Economic
Health
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The Value of 



Back to Reality … So Where Are We?
• Cost

• Total
• Personal

• Quality
• Safety
• Health

• Access
• Availability
• Equity
• Literacy

• Experience
• Simple
• “Customer” Centered
• Integrator

The basic concepts of 
healthcare …



Cost



And 2020 will 
have an *



Dallas – Ft Worth DRG 470 – Major Joint Rpmt
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$ 188,000 or 
540% 

Difference!
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$ 28.39
$ 16.94



Only Half of Patients Understand Their Bill
• "Transparency is here to stay ... as consumers 

shoulder more of the burden of healthcare costs, 
providers will need to have an innovative patient 
financial experience and engagement strategy that 
meets patient as payer.“

• Younger generations are more likely to be 
researching costs compared to older generations 
(90% of Gen Zers, and 87% of Millennials, versus 
69% of Baby Boomers).

• In addition, 47% of recent patients chose their 
healthcare provider based on cost.

• 33% of Gen Zers and 29% of Millennial patients 
reported their health insurance coverage was 
impacted due to the pandemic, compared to 22% 
of overall respondents; 18% of Gen X; and 12% of 
Baby Boomers



Final Rule - Transparency

CMS Administrator Seema Verma hailed the final rule as 
"perhaps the most consequential healthcare reform in the 

last several decades.“

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• The final rule, which takes effect on January 1, 2021, requires 

private group health plans and individual health insurance 
market plans to disclose pricing and cost-sharing information 
in a consumer-friendly format.

• The rule has drawn the ire of stakeholders because of a 
provision that health insurance companies must publicly 
disclose "in real time" the rates they pay providers for specific 
services.

• The rule also requires payers to provide personalized 
estimates of patients' out-of-pocket cost for 500 of the "most 
shoppable items and services," along with the costs for the 
remaining procedures, drugs, and any other item or service 
they may need.

"The proposal does nothing to help 
patients understand their out-of-pockets 

costs," 
AHA General Counsel Melinda Hatton



Healthcare is about imperfect caregivers, taking care of 
imperfect patients, under imperfect circumstances. 

Dr Keith Argenbright

Family Medicine, UTSW
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Shift in Physicians Thought Regarding the Single Payer:

“Consider last year’s Kaiser Family Foundation’s analysis of the August, 
2017 Merritt Hawkins survey of 1,033 US physicians which showed for the 
first time a plurality of US physicians favored movement to a Single Payer 
system. Compared to 2008, when 58 percent of physicians opposed such a 
shift, 56 percent now support it (42 percent “strongly”, 14 percent 
“somewhat”).”



Quality
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Per 2019 Gallup Report
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AMONG 36 OECD NATIONS,THE UNITED STATES RANKS:
• 28th in the life expectancy of its residents,
• 31st in infant mortality and
• 16th in heart attack mortality, but is
• 1st in the highest healthcare costs per person.
US Healthcare Cost Crisis, Gallup, 2019

• Among younger adults ages 25-44, the death rate rose 21 percent for whites and blacks and 13 percent 
for Hispanics between 2012 and 2017. Most died of injuries such as drug overdoses, suicides, homicides 
and heavy use of alcohol.

• Among middle-aged adults ages 45-64, death rates rose by 6.9 percent for whites and 4.2 percent for 
blacks. The Hispanic death rate in this cohort did not change significantly.

• The analysis further illuminates negative health trends across the U.S., where the opioid epidemic and 
heart disease are decreasing life expectancy.

CDC, July 2019
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We assume all care quality is equal … 

AND that ours is best! … Is it?  Were we Ready?



High Reliability Organizations …
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Access



The Psychedelic Donut: Types of Coverage in the U.S.
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Changes in Access …And Expectations 
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53% of Patients 
Are Now Afraid to 
Go To a Healthcare 
Setting 
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Walmart Town Center … And Walmart Health Clinics!
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“The customer is at the heart of 
everything we do, and that focus is 
reflected in the new Walmart 
Health center. This state-of-the-art 
facility will provide quality, 
affordable and accessible 
healthcare for members of the 
Dallas, Georgia, community so they 
can get the right care at the right 
time, right in their hometown.”

Walmart's new health center aims to 
price a wide range of services at 30%–
50% below what patients have been 
paying elsewhere. It's exactly the sort of 
move that has worried hospitals.



$1 Telehealth Visits … 
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Experience

“Through their eyes …. A heightened awareness“
The story from the VA



Emerging Change - Rise in healthcare consumerism … 
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• Powerful Drivers for Consumerism 
• Expectations – now being compared to other industries

• Financial – more cost shifting to consumers

• Transparency – means to improve quality and informed 
choice

• Physician influence – is being challenged by primary care 
options and disruptors

• Brand loyalty and equity – who they trust with consumer 
purchasing

www.joepatient.com

Are health systems going to build enough loyalty to compete  
with the major brands and other industries?

http://www.joepatient.com/


www.joepatient.com



The “Silver Tsunami” is real … and I am becoming one of them  …. 
“Being Mortal” by Dr Gawande
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• Age 65+ Adults Are 
Projected to Outnumber 
Children by 2030

• Median age from 38 to 43 
by 2060

• 78% growth 326 million to 
404 million by 2060

• 3.5 workers per over 65 to 
2.5 workers per over 65

AARP, 2019



“Medicare For All” and Other Ideas … Did We Start????

• LOWERING MEDICARE ELIBILITY TO 60???

• 77% of Americans are concerned with 
healthcare  costs (Gallup 2019)

• 70% Support Medicare for All (Reuters 
2018)

• Who will pay? 70% rate for higher earners 
and 27% rate for lower eaners

• No more Medicaid or Private Insurance or 
Out of Pocket Costs

• Capacity to meet demand?

• Losers and few winners in the provider 
market

Medicare for All?  What Does It Really Mean?  
Hammon Hanlon Camp, July 2019; Rollo, Bell and Holden



• The Lown Institute and Washington 
Monthly

• “ … we rank hospitals based on their 
contribution to the public good in three 
broad categories: 

• patient outcomes (mortality rates etc.), 

• civic leadership (treating lower-income and 
minority patients etc.), 

• and value of care (avoiding overtreatment).”

• Urban Health Erosion … “It creates a 
health care desert on the South Side.”

Understand



Single Payer System? The “box” has been opened …  

• Changing expectations of government solutions 

• Insurers MUST pay for all COVID testing and treatment

• Has the CARES Act moved us closer to universal coverage?

• Are we closer to Equity in LIFE? … HEALTHCARE? … and Health?
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Science -The inside story of how Trump’s COVID-19 coordinator undermined the world’s 
top health agency

By Charles Piller Oct. 14, 2020  
… demand that hospitals report 100% of 

their COVID-19 data every day.

“Anyone who knows the data supply chain in 

the U.S. knows [getting all the data daily] is 

impossible” during a pandemic, says one 

high-level expert at CDC. And they 

considered Birx’s imperative unnecessary 

because staffers with decades of experience 

could confidently estimate missing numbers 

from partial data.

CDC’s National Healthcare Safety Network 

(NHSN)—the system used for 15 years to 

gather crucial data from hospitals—was far 

from perfect. The network, which collects 

data from about 37,000 hospitals and other 

health care facilities, has been underfunded 

for years.

https://www.sciencemag.org/author/charles-piller


Hospital (Health Portal) Reporting –
National Asset VS Business Asset?



'We feel like we were data shamed' 
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Let’s think about DANCE … 
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D
A
N
C
E
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Data 



Data 
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Data must be information



Data must be information that guides you and 
those you serve …

Data
Information
Knowledge

Wisdom
Strategy

Execution
Performance
Adjustment

Reward



• Exchange of information?

• “Systemness” in a community?

• Supply reliability

• Outcomes and measures?

• Preparedness?

• How are we still vulnerable?
• Morbidity rates?
• Offshore sourcing
• Internet
• Surge Capacity

• Are we Healthy?
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Don’t Assume We Are / Were Ready
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Don’t Assume Nothing Will Change



• Opening of Telemedicine – 50% increase in weeks
• Why the increased interest?  Safety?  Reimbursement? Quality?

• Reduced state licensure restrictions

• APPs and growing independency

• Growing gap in capacity VS need (care and social needs)

• Newly defined “care team”

• Home health and alternative settings for recovery

• Retail settings as alternative sites for testing, support, triage and care?

• New model for health insurance – demand is not predictable

• A focus on HEALTH as our healthcare system outcome … Proof of HEALTH??

• “Wartime” response to production and a new mindset

• Loss of Privacy and Constitutional Issues

• Globalization of the Local …. Reach and influence is worldwide

• A national plan based on lessons learned … we may need this again
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What Will U.S. Health Care Look Like After the Pandemic?
by Robert S. Huckman April 07, 2020

Don’t Assume Nothing Will Change



From May 2018 ….
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Deloitte’s

NExT care



Uncertain Disruption Is Happening …
Don’t Assume Nothing Will Change
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Don’t Assume You Know All Their Challenges
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Don’t Assume “They” Know Your Vision



Don’t Assume They Are Resilient Enough …  
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Don’t Assume
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Don’t Assume They Know You
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AI’s Potential



Care Teams and AI … Better Caring? 



AI’s Potential
• Human Augmentation

• Human 2.0
• Exoskeletons, Meta
• NeuraLink – Elon Musk
• Transcranial Stimulation

• Sensory AI
• Sensing devices
• Digital olfaction

• Geographic AI
• Inequality stats
• Public health and hotspots

• Only 50% of the world is online (19%)
• Enhances the disadvantages
• “The Gods and the Useless”
• Equity of access
• Remove inherent bias from input



Ask Questions … and Listen With Your Eyes
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Ask Questions … and Listen With Your Eyes



Adapt to the new workplace

• Digital transformation 
will accelerate

• Working from home is 
here to stay … even in 
healthcare

• Major reductions in 
business travel 

• Reimagine the physical 
workplace

• Care to be redefined
Joe Galvin, INC Magazine Oct 20
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Normalize To Create Trust 
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“Unfortunately, the American population is 
very diverse, and it is a population with 
significantly unhealthy comorbidities that do 
make many individuals in our communities 
— in particular, African American, minority 
communities — particularly at risk here 
because of significant underlying ... health 
disparities and disease comorbidities, and 
that is an unfortunate legacy in our health 
care system that we certainly do need to 
address,” 

Alex Azar

Normalize To Create Health 



Rebrand Primary Care

Patient VS Customer Mindset
redesign our healthCARE
system

Health 

Normalize To Create Equity and Understanding 



Never forget our purpose … to create Health



The Design for Health …

People-Centered 
Dr Don Norman – UC San 
Diego

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikon_F4
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


The Design for Health …

People-Centered 
Dr Don Norman – UC San 
Diego

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nikon_F4
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
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HEALTH is our Goal … Health CARE is just one way to help achieve it …

Never forget our primary purpose …
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Communication



Connection Relates to People and Culture
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Caregivers … Caretakers … Caring … Careless … Careful
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Connection
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Connection … Changes in Access …And 
Changes in Expectations 

Telehealth
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Telehealth

Connection … Changes in Access …And 
Changes in Expectations 



Connection of People

96
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Embrace Technology



However, HEALTH will 
Need More
Than Technology … 



Empowerment Pivot … 



Empathy… See Through Their Eyes … Atunement
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Dr Atul Gawande … It’s About A Culture of Caring
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The Five Essentials to Manage 
the Coronavirus Crisis … 

1. Hygiene
2. Distancing
3. Screening
4. Masks

5. Culture

Empathy… See Through “Our” Eyes 



• Personal … my own dilemma 

• Personal Risk VS Duty

• Creating a divide among healthcare staff …
• Clinicians VS Administration

• Primary Care VS Specialists

• Others?
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Dr Cynthia Tsai, Op Ed from JAMA

Empathy… See Through Her Eyes 
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Empathy… See Through Ray’s Eyes 



Nothing replaces the human touch … 

Empathy… They Can See Through Closed Eyes 



Envision the future 

• HEALTH as our primary goal?
• Is this really our “iPhone Moment”?
• What will you do different tomorrow morning?
• Who will we serve?  Ourselves?  Patients?
• Who will see the “Value” of our system?



Envision … See The Future With New Eyes 
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Six Months Into the Pandemic, 
How Do We Redesign 
Healthcare?  Erin Henkel Sept 20

• Unique Collaborations
• Merging Safety with Health – for good
• Prioritizing the patient at the point of delivery
• Telehealth and the new, remote delivery of care
• The power of the government in public health and 

wellness
• How healthcare can combat inequality



Community to County to State to Federal



UnHealthcare – Klasko and Taneja

• Healthcare policy must evolve in ways

Politicians are unwilling to consider



UnHealthcare – Klasko and Taneja

1. Reward Health NOT Sickness
2. Create an environment for innovation
3. Put consumers in charge of their data
4. Give patient the power to be informed consumers
5. Assure everyone access to good, affordable care with premium services
6. Focus on safety, not efficiency
7. Don’t protect the status quo, help assurance emerge
8. Reposition and retrain health professionals/workers
9. Get ahead if AI
10. Stop trying to pass a “Big Bang” solution



Reality?
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MediHealth … My Concept



The Design of a System for HEALTH … We need a    PLAN 

Rebrand Primary Care

Patient VS Customer Mindset
redesign our CARE systemHealth ^



It all starts with you … who do you see?

• Do you clearly know your Purpose?  Your 
Why?

• Do you and your organization align in 
values and purpose?

• Are you assuring the right culture?

• Do you really listen?

• Are you informed?

• Are you trusted?

• Who are you serving?

• Do you really care?
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“What the HEALTH Just Happened?



Thank you   …
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Email me at 

DonTaylorTX@gmail.com
Don.taylor@utdallas.edu

Or connect with me on LinkedIn at

www.donald-taylor.com

mailto:DonTaylorTX@gmail.com
mailto:Don.taylor@utdallas.edu
http://www.donald-taylor.com/

